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The Journal of Sea-Floor Minerals
Exploration, Assessment, Extraction,
and Ore Processing

J. Robert Moore, Editor
Provides scientists and engineers with current research studies on marine
exploration and marine mining in general, recovery and processing of
ore, sea-floor mineral surveys and assessment, manganese nodules,
analytical techniques related to marine mining, and sea-floor lodes and
placers.

Articles fi'om Volume 1 include
Mineral Deposits of the Deep-Ocean Floor 9 Manganese Nodule Reserves: An
Updated Estimate 9 Hydraulic Lifting in Deep-Sea Mining 9 Ocean Mining: An
Historical Perspective 9 A New Approach to the Design of Offshore Mining
Equipment.
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Economic Geology and
Geotectonics
Edited by Don H. Tarling PhD FGS FRAS MIGeol
Department of Geophysics and Planetary Physics,
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
With an increasing awareness of the finiteness of ore reserves and thus of the need
for increasingly sophisticated and expensive exploration techniques, economic
geology has become a fruitful discipline. Although this book is primarily concerned with the impact of new tectonic theories on economic geology it provides
a general introduction to the processes of the geological concentration of petroleum, oil and ore deposits. This integrated approach to economic geology incorporates material on geology, geophysics and geochemistry and the assessments
contained will be of considerable value in the planning and evaluation of exploration programmes as well as being of direct relevance to final year and postgraduate students in this subject.

Contents
Introduction: plate tectonics D.H. Tarling
Petroleum: introduction and the formation and migration of hydrocarbons
R. Stoneley and R.J. Bailey
Petroleum: the sedimentary basin R. Stoneley
Petroleum: entrapment and conclusions R.J. Bailey and Ro Stoneley
Coal G.A. L. Johnson
Ore deposits of the ocean crust J.R. Cann
Ore deposits associated with subduction R.D. Beckinsale and A.H.G. Mitchell
The origins of ore deposits in sedimentary rocks J.P.N. Badham
Paleoclimactic considerations and general conclusions D.H. Tarling
1981. 254 pages, 63 illustrations. s

Another important new text

Sedimentary Petrology: an Introduction
M.E. Tucker BSc PhD FGS. 1981. 252 pages, 180 illustrations.
Paper, s
This is a welcome addition to textbooks for first and second year undergraduates
as it provides its readers with a concise account of sedimentary petrology,
concentrating on the findings of the most recent research. Each rock group is
examined with composition, petrography, sedimentary structures and diagenesis
being discussed - subjects often overlooked.
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General: The instructions below should be followed. Further advice on particular points may be
obtained from the Publications Secretary, Geological Society, Burlington House, LONDON W1V 0JU,
U.K.
Papers are accepted on the understanding that they have not been submitted or published elsewhere and
become copyright of the Geological Society.
Papers on major topics of international interest in engineering geology are welcomed; those of local
interest are unsuitable. Short topical papers of 4 pages or less will be published quickly. The average length for papers, including references and text-figures, is 9 pages.
There are c. 900 words on a printed page.
Three complete copies should be sent to the Publications Secretary (recorded delivery in the U.K.,
registered post from elsewhere). Typescripts must be accurate and in their final form. Owing to the high
cost of corrections at proof stage, the editors will charge authors the full cost of excessive corrections
resulting from inaccurate typescripts. Afterthoughts and additions at proof stage will not be allowed.
Papers (including references) must be submitted in the style and layout used in the Journal (see current
Parts). Those which do not comply will be returned to the author for modification.
Typescripts should be double-spaced, including references, on one side of the paper only with a 2.5 cm
margin on each side. A4 paper is preferred. All pages should bear the author's name and be numbered
serially.
Papers should be succinct; figures, tables and half-tone plates should be kept to a minimum. Papers
should be arranged as follows:
1. Title, brief and specific.
2. List of contents (only in the case of long complex papers).
3. Summary: this must be intelligible without reference to the paper, and should not exceed 200
words (100 words for short papers). It should be a condensation of the essential new information
and interpretations in the paper, and not a mere recital of the subjects covered.
4. Main body of paper, subdivided into 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th order headings (as necessary); avoid
heading 'Introduction'.
5. Appendices (See Supplementary Publications below).
6. References (see below), followed by the full name(s) and address(es) of author(s). When there is
more than one author, state to whom proofs and offprint order forms should be sent.
7. Tables, each typed on a separate sheet.
8. Legends for text-figures and plates (if any).
References: The author is responsible for ensuring that the references are correct and that Journal
abbreviations comply with those in the List of Serial Publications held in the Library of the Geological
Society of London (Geological Society, 1978). List only those references cited in the text. Reference in
the text to papers with more than two authors should be made thus: (Smith et al. 1978) but cited in full
in the References.
nlustrations: Send only photocopies, retaining the originals until the Editor in charge or the Publications
Secretary asks for them. Indicate the suggested size for reproduction: Originals should bear the
author's name, and TOP should be indicated.
Drawings should be in black on white card or a colourless tracing medium. A metric scale should be
included, and north point (or where relevant, coordinates of latitude and longitude, or National Grid) on
all maps. Lettering should be no less than 2 mm high after reduction. Maximum page area is 203 x 155
cm. The page format should be considered in designing text-figures.
Large folding figures and coloured maps are subject to rigorous scrutiny and will be accepted only in
special cases or when publication is assisted by a subvention.
Offprints may be ordered, on the form provided, at proof stage. 50 free copies are supplied. These are
divided amongst authors for multi-author papers.
Discussion of papers: Short discussions (maximum 500 words) on papers which have already appeared
in the Journal are acceptable. Two copies should be submitted; the title and author(s)of the paper
discussed should be ~learly indicated.
Supplementary Publication: Limited space in the Journal, rising costs of printing, and improved copying
methods mean that detailed material (e.g. in appendices) will be made available in the form of Supplementary Publications. Such items include locality lists, tables of chemical and other analyses, details of
techniques, stratigraphic sections, photographs and photomicrographs, maps, cross-sections, borehole
data, mathematical derivations, computer printouts. These will be stored at the British Library Lending
Division, Boston Spa, U.K., and the Library of the Geological Society, and made available as xerox
copies or microfiches upon payment by prepaid coupons (consult librarians) or by payment to the
Society. Sections of typescript suitable for such deposition may be indicated by authors and may be
recommended by editors and referees.
Typescripts, enquires concerning editorial matters, layout, and all correspondence should be addressed to:
The Publications Secretary, Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology, Burlington House, LONDON
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